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Bercovici, Foias, and Pearcy have defined a decreasing sequence of classes of 
operators, A,, 1 <n < N,,. If A denotes area measure on the disc D and if S = M, on 
P’(dA) then SE Au,; on the other hand, if p = ldzl r + dA for some arc f on aD, we 
show M, on P*(p) is an element of A,\A2, while its minimal normal extension, MZ 
on L2(p), is in Aa,. Let S be a subnormal operator whose minimal normal exten- 
sion has scalar valued spectral measure ,LI such that P”(p) = H”(D). If there exist 
i~Dandf~H”(D)sothatIf(l)l>ilfli,, we give a condition sufficient for S to be 
a member of A,\A,. ‘fi 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
Let 2 be a separable Hilbert space; denote the bounded operators on 
Y? by %9(Z) and the trace class operators by 33,(Z). The weak-* topology 
on %3(X) is that induced on 4?(X) as the dual of W,(X). For TE?.~(%), 
let d(T) denote the weak-* closed subalgebra of a(%‘) generated by T 
and 1, and J&‘~( T) the annihilators of d(T). Then G!(T) is the dual of the 
quotient space J$( T) = C!~,(*)/J&‘~( T). If BE a, let [B] denote the image 
of B in A*(T). For x, y E Y?‘, x 0 y denotes the rank one operator 
(x@y)z=(z,y)x,z~Z’;thusif Aed( [xOy](A)=(Ax,y). 
Interest in the structure of the predual of operator algebras was 
awakened by Scott Brown who used this structure to show that subnormal 
operators have nontrivial lattices of invariant subspaces [2]. Olin and 
Thomson relined Brown’s technique to show that if S is subnormal on 2 
then d*(S)= {CxOyl I x,.YE%}, and consequently that subnormal 
operators are reflexive [6]. 
A contraction T can be written T= To + T,, where T, is unitary and T,, 
has no nontrivial reducing subspace on which it is unitary. T is said to be 
absolutely continuous provided that T, has scalar valued spectral measure 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on the unit circle, 
c?D. For such contractions the Sz. Nagy-Foias functional calculus, 
@,: H”(D) + d(T) is very nice; if the mapping is an isometry, then @jr is 
a weak-* homeomorphism from H”(D) onto d(T). Let A denote the class 
of absolutely continuous contractions T for which GT is an isometry. (See 
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[ 1, Theorem 4.11.) Bercovici, Foias, and Pearcy [l] have defined a 
decreasing sequence of classes of operators: If TEA and if n is a cardinal 
number, 1 < n < K,, then TEA, provided that whenever (Lk)oai,i<n~ 
J&‘..(T), there exist sequences (x,);<~ and (y,),,,, in Y? so that L,= [xiOyj] 
whenever 0 d i, j-c n. 
For /J a positive compactly supported measure in the plane, let spt p 
denote the support of p, and if F is a Bore1 subset of spt p, let p IF denote 
the restriction of p to F. Normalized Lesbesgue measure on i3D is denoted 
m. Denote the weak-* closure of the polynomials in L"(p) by Y(p). 
Suppose S is a subnormal contraction; let N be the minimal normal 
extension of S, and suppose ,u is a scalar valued spectral measure for N. 
Then one sees that S is absolutely continuous if and only if p lao is 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. Moreover, pm(p) is isometrically 
isomorphic and weak-* homeomorphic to d(S), thus SE A if and only if 
P”(U) = H"(D); that is, the identity mapping on the polynomials extends 
to an isometric isomorphism and a weak-* homeomorphism from H"(D) 
onto P”(p). (See [3, in particular, Sects. VII.4 and VIII.31.) For N nor- 
mal, let Y(N) denote the set of subnormal operators with minimal normal 
extension N. The result of Olin and Thomson cited above therefore says 
that if N has scalar valued spectral measure p such that P”(p) = H"(D) 
then 9’(N) c A,. 
Operators in A, have nontrivial lattices of invariant subspaces while if 
TE A,, then Lat( T) is huge. If U, is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one 
then U’+ E A,\A,+ ,. If TEA, and if T”, T*"+O SOT then TeAxO. 
Consequently, if T is a unilateral wiehgted shift in A, then TeA,\A, 
or TEA,,. If N has scalar valued spectral measure p such that 
P"(p)=H"(D) and if p(aD)=O then Y(N)cA,. (See [l] for proofs of 
these facts.) Is there an irreducible cyclic subnormal operator in A,\A,,? A 
consequence of the theorem below is that if .H is such that P”(p) = H"(D), 
if N,, = M=, multiplication by z, on L'(p) and if spt p contains an “outer 
hole” then Y(N,) c A,\A,. 
For p and r (positive, compactly supported regular Borel) measures in 
the plane, write [p] = [t] provided p and T are mutually absolutely con- 
tinuous. Let P’(p) denote the closure of the polynomials in L'(p), and let 
S, = M, on P’(p); nevertheless, we write H’(m) rather than P’(m). If 
T E g(X), let a(T) denote the spectrum of T. 
Let K be a compact subset of D and U a component of D \ K. Olin and 
Thomson [7] have defined the strong boundary of U, B,, to be the set of 
points a in aD n aU so that for all c( E (0, rr) there is an isosceles triangle 
T,,, so that 
(1) a is a vertex of T,,,. 
(2) int Ta,lc U. 
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(3) The interior angle of T,,, at a has measure c(. 
(4) The radial line segment from 0 to a bisects the interior angle of 
T,,, at a. 
The strong boundary of U is a Bore1 set, and if U is a component of 
D\spt p, there exist 1~ U and ~EH~(D) so that I/r(n)1 > ilhll,, if and only 
if m(B,) > 0 [7, Lemma 51. In this case, call U an outer hole in the 
support of p. 
Finally, recall that if N is normal with scalar valued spectral measure p 
there is a decreasing sequence, (A[),, , , of Bore1 subsets of spt p so that N 
is unitarily equivalent to @ ,a0 N,, where ,u,, = p and p”r = p Id,, 12 1. The 
sequence (A,),, 1 is unique in the following sense: if (C,),, i is a decreasing 
sequence of Bore1 subsets of o(N) and v a measure on o(N), then N is 
unitarily equivalent to NV@ (@[, , N, ,Z,) if and only if [p] = [IV] and 
p(d,\C,) = ,u(C,\~,) = 0 [3, Corollary 11.9.121. With this notation our 
results may be stated. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that N= eIro N,, and that P”(pO) = H”(D). Zf 
U is an outer hole in the support of ,uO such that [p,,,,] # [P,~~,] then 
(i) Y(N)cA,\A,, and 
(ii) ifS~5J’(N)and~~U, then ind(S-l)a -1. 
Remarks. Ind(S - 1) = -dim Ker(S - A)* since S - % is bounded below 
whenever SE P’(N) and /1 E D \ spt p. 
The second conclusion is merely a slight generalization of Theorem 1 
[7]. Originally in the proof of the theorem above (i) and (ii) were proved 
independently, the author would like to thank the reviewer for pointing out 
that (i) follows from (ii). The proof of the theorem is essentially that of 
Theorem 1 [7]. 
Proof: Let p = pO. Since P”(p) = H”(D) and since p is determined only 
up to mutual absolute continuity, we may assume that paD = md for some 
Bore1 subset A of cYD. Since U is an outer hole in spt n, an argument similar 
to the proof of [7, Lemma 53 shows that PCO(p)=Hm(D) implies 
m(B,\ A) = 0. Thus, we may assume that B, c A. Also, we may assume 
that 0 E U. (Otherwise, let 1 E U and d(z) = (z - A)/( 1 - 1,). Then 4 and 4-l 
are analytic in a neighborhood of D; if M = d(N) then M has scalar valued 
spectral measure v = p 0 4-l; P”(v) = H”(D), and BdtUj = &B,). One 
checks that the index theory of SE Y(N) is precisely that of d(S) E Y(M). 
It is also straightforward that sP(N)c A, if and only if Y(M)eA,, 
1 dn<N,.) 
In order to show (ii), suppose that SE Y(N) and that ind(S) < -2; let 
2 be the member of Lat(N) on which S acts. Let K, and K2 be orthogonal 
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unit vectors in Ker S*. For 0 < 1, let P, denote the projection of 
0 ,80 L2(pL/) onto L2(p,); let Kj, = P,Ki, and for each i and j, 1 < i, j< 2, let 
f;, = 1 KJ,,. 
/bO 
Then each f, E L’(p) and if p is a polynomial then 
s pfii dp =i op(O) if i=j if i#j. 
Since each fifii s a positive representing measure for evaluation at 0, 
Ifif,,\ dp 1 D is Carleson, [7, Lemma 21. If i #j then 
Thus Ifi, dp ID is Carleson for each i and j. 
By a small modification of Olin and Thomson’s construction in the 
proof of Theorem 1 [7], there is a Jordan region I/ in U containing 0 and 
satisfying the following conditions: 
( 1) 8 V is rectifiable; 
(2) B,cB.\~,, VnDc U and m(i?Vni3D\B.)=O; and 
(3) if dajk = zhk dp, and Hjk = bjk then, for almost all eie E 8 Vn aD, 
lim r--+1- H,,(re”) =fi,(e”) = Z$(e’“)K,o(e’R) 
(Here, 6 denotes the Cauchy transform of a: 6(A) = j (l/(z - A)) da(z).) 
Since each Hjk is analytic in U, each Hjk is continuous on aV\aD. Let f 
be a conformal mapping of D onto V such that f (0) = 0 Then f is confor- 
ma1 a.e. on aD and m 0 f -’ and arc length measure on aV’ are mutually 
absolutely continuous (see [4, p. 451); in particular, [mof -’ laDndV] = 
[m IBV]. Thus the functions Gjk = HjkOf are in H l(m). Our desired 
contradiction is at hand. 
The functions Gr, G,, and G,,G2, are Nevanlinna, and since G,, G22 = 
G12G2r on f -‘(II,), a set of positive measure, (G,,G,,)(z) = (G,2G21)(~) for 
all ZE D [4]. But Gj,JO)= Hjk(O)=S fjk dp; thus (G,,G22)(0)= 1 while 
(G,, G,,)(O) = 0. The second conclusion is established. 
Notice that if SE Y’(N) has no reducing subspace on which it is normal; 
i.e., if S is pure, then equality obtains in (ii). Olin and Thomson’s proof 
that ind(S- A) < - 1 does not depend on N’s being cyclic. (See [7, 
pp. 130-131-J.) 
580/82/2-S 
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Suppose that SE Y(N) n A,. Then for each i E U there exist .& and ._ 1’ 
in Lat(S) so that <,V c A, dim(A 0 .k”) = - 2 and so that, if S,, 0 , = 
P Kc3 1 SI.,, I5 the compression of S to the semi-invariant subspace 
.~~OdV, S.&@., =iI.//o., [I, Corollary 4.143. Let S, = S (,# and N, the 
minimal normal extension of S,. Let v be the scalar valued spectral 
measure for N, Then ind(S, - I.) ,< -2 whenever 2 E U, and, since v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to p, U is an outer hole in spt v and 
[v I+] = [m IB,.]. If P”(v) = H”-(D), then N, satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1, and one has a contradiction to (ii). Otherwise, let 
S2 = S, @diag(L),:=, , where (A,):= , is dense in D\ D. Then, N,, the 
minimal normal extension of S,, satisfies the hypotheses of the Theorem; 
again (ii) is contradicted. 
Let f = (6’ 1 101 <7r/2) and p = m I,-+ A, where A denotes planar 
measure on D. Clearly each I. E D is bounded point evaluation for P*(p); let 
k; E P’(,u) 0 (S, - i)P2(p) such that s pk$ & =p(1) for all polynomials p. 
For each (x, O<a<l, let U,=Dn {!Rez>c(} and pu,=p ID, L;,. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 [S] shows that P’(p,) has bounded point 
evaluations at each i E D\aU,; let k; E P’(p,) @ (S,* - n)P’(p,) such that 
j pk; dp = p(A) for all polynomials p. Then 
~~k;j~* (1 - II~l’)- 1 a.e. m ) I‘ as 2 + eie nontangentially. (*I 
Indeed, choose /I, 0 < p < cr; if i E U,\ aU, then 
llk;ll* (1- I4’)< llk~l12 )1- lA2)6 llk~ll’ (1- 142). 
By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 [8], (*) holds a.e. m lixez,pj. 
THEOREM 2. Each SMv is similar to S,. Consequently, S, E A,\ A,. 
Proof: Fix 0 < CI < 1; let v = pW; U = U, and for each bounded point 
evaluation J for P*(v), let k, = k;. Choose 8, so that cos ~ ’ a < 8, < 7r/2 and 
so that (*) holds at e”“. Let G= {zeD I %ez>cos8,}, L=dGnD and 
denote arc length measure on aG by Idzl. Suppose that p is a polynomial. 
Since IlkA Lqv) is bounded on each compact subset of L and since (*) holds 
at e f a ) there exists K > 0, independent of p, so that 
i I PI Id4 d K II PII Lqvj. ac; (**) 
Let 4 be a conformal mapping of D onto G. By the Schwartz Reflection 
Principle, 14’1 is bounded on d-‘(D) and by [9, Theorem 9.81, l&l-’ is 
bounded on D. Consequently, there are constants, {K,};= r so that 
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The second inequality follows from Theorem 9.4 [4] and the last from 
(**). It follows that if R: P2(p)-+P2(v) is such that Rp=p for each 
polynomial p, then R is invertible. Since, by Theorem 1, { Spr}O.,a<, c 
A,\A,, and since membership in the classes A,, is preserved by similarity 
[ 1, Prop. 2.091, S, E A ,\A,, while N,, the minimal normal extension of S,, 
is in ANo [ 1, Prop. 4.113. 
We conclude with an example of measures pi and p2 such that 
S,, EAI\A, but sp,+p~~A~t,. 
Let r= {eie II01 <,7c/2} and U=Dn {‘Sez>cr} for some a, O<cr< 1. 
Let G(z) = e--e(‘m”- and p, = m Ir+ GdA lD,U, p2 = GdA IU. Then 
P’(p, + p2) splits 
P2(pI +p2)=L2(m Ir)OP2(GdA) 
[S, Corollary 2, p. 7701, and thus Sp,+ti2~ AK,,. In contrast, the operator 
S,, is an element of A,,. 
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